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The eye of the camera lens is a window to our world. Through it, we see beauty, tragedy, and the passing of our lives. Sometimes, if we are
especially fortunate, we are privileged to view fleeting moments in history. "Eye Remember" is a personal glimpse at the people, places, and
events that shaped a generation of post World War II "baby-boomers." This volume contains photos, all from the author's personal collection,
and profiles of celebrities, activists, and political leaders from those times. They colored the lives of us all.
“Jody is a masterful storyteller, with beautifully developed characters, incredible landscapes and every now and then she throws in a plot
twist that will leave you reeling.” —Goodreads review Did you hear the rumor about the girl from the wrong side of the tracks who intentionally
got pregnant with her wealthy boyfriend’s baby? The one thing that’s made perfect sense in Ginny Adair’s eighteen years was falling for
level-headed Eric Cavanaugh. Growing up wasn’t exactly the same kind of party for her that it was for her boyfriend. While Eric and the other
quintuplets ran roughshod over their family’s Texas ranch, Ginny was hiding from a cruel stepfather with a compulsive gambling habit.
Uncertain if leaving for college might mean losing the one person she’s come to count on, all it takes is a single misstep for Ginny to unravel
both of their lives. Now the entire small town is convinced Ginny always intended on cashing in on the notoriety of snagging herself a
Kingsbrier Quintuplet. Eric Cavanaugh’s infamously misbehaved siblings count on his dependability. Stable grades. Stable relationship with a
girlfriend the rest of the quints agree is just about the nicest, smartest, most trustworthy person they know. But when Ginny’s actions prove
deceitful, it leaves Eric’s solid plan to take over the family business on shaky ground and leaves him questioning if his brothers and sisters
have misplaced their confidence in him. To make matters worse, Ginny’s stepfather is proving he’ll do anything to get his hands on Eric’s
trust fund. Eric knows Ginny isn’t like that and will do anything to earn his forgiveness. Some mistakes change the course of your future… But
a baby is a mistake you can’t take back.
On the Caribbean coast of Nicaragua in 1926, U.S. expatriates manage fruit plantations, timber companies, and gold mines. When a stunning
local woman named Dorette Fox entangles herself with two Americans, the desultory love triangle combined with an escalating civil war
results in murder. Cordell Fletcher, a young officer from the U.S. consulate sent north from Bluefields to investigate the death, finds that the
shooting is not over.
Superhero Eric saves the day is designed and written by John Carpenter and Joyous Mortel.It is the forth book as part of the series Eric's
Adventure.In this book you will see how Superhero Eric saved the day from Evil Ted.So guys, lets join and share all of Eric's fun, laughter and
adventure.Enjoy reading !!!
The Active Reader offers a practical, integrated treatment of academic reading and writing at the post-secondary level. Thirty-two thoughtprovoking readings that highlight a variety of disciplines and rhetorical patterns are accompanied by comprehension and analysis exercises
that encouragestudents to apply critical thinking skills to their assignments.
Hear the accompanying Eric Carle board books read aloud. Young children push a button on the electronic Me Reader jr. sound pad to listen
and read-along.
Executive Summary for a report which gathers & collates the best national data available to provide a reliable & comprehensive overview of
American reading today. This report relies on large, nat. studies conducted on a regular basis by U.S. fed. agencies, supplemented by
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academic, foundation, & business surveys. Although there has been measurable progress in recent years in reading ability at the elementary
school level, all progress appears to halt as children enter their teenage years. There is a general decline in reading among teenage & adult
Americans. Both reading ability & the habit of regular reading have greatly declined among college grad. The declines have demonstrable
social, economic, cultural, & civic implications. Charts & tables.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors showing what life is like on the
spectrum. It's also my love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world where all the road signs are written
in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across America. Garcia
began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the
narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He
is Latino, a graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia realized he
needed to put into writing what so many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their identity, they don't need to be
fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a springboard to discuss the social and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on
the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At
the same time, he shares the experiences of all types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to autistic people of color, to
those in the LGBTQ community. In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others
speak for them, which has been the standard for far too long.

Intellectual Eroticism is a series of poems aimed at the sapiosexual mind. To take many different intellectual approaches,
hoping to press the mental buttons that control the stimulation of said mind. No two are the same, so of course there is
"nerdplay" (Power Cosmic), for the scientific and rational mind. Wordplay, (Mental Spillage), that paints vivid pictures for
those with a passionate fantasy mindset. As well as tones of animalistic aggression and or comedic timing (She Wants
Me) that may also create mental friction or heat. The "Intellectual Series" of books will explore the mind erotically,
romantically and even politically as future books join the series. Hoping to not only spark thought, but positive
conversation. The first book in the series "Intellectual Eroticism" looks to evoke mental stimulation and conversation that
leads to the kind of physical confrontation that you can appreciate again, and again... And again...
Now in a new second edition, the bestselling Writing by Choice is a comprehensive resource for learning how to write in
the academic, business, and personal realms. Offering helpful guidelines without being formulaic, the text teaches
students how to write clear, thoughtful prose by making informed decisions about how best to communicate their ideas. A
host of features such as sample writings and readings; individual and group exercises; informative charts and graphs;
annotations; and pre- and post-reading questions engage students with writing possibilities rather than limiting them with
prescriptive conventions. Whether introducing students to the main types of essay-writing or navigating them through the
intricacies of grammar and style, Writing by Choice remains the definitive volume for giving writers the tools they need to
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rise to every writing occasion.
While battling villians, the members of a superhero team still find time to worry about having fun and finding dates.
Our cat likes to hide. Can you find her?This book contains over 100 photos of our cat, Kitty Nala, who likes to hide in
funny and random places. Over 60 of the photos are "puzzles" that challenge you to find her. Each photo puzzle has a
matching photo "answer" showing you where she is. It's fun trying to find the kitty, and you'll chuckle at her creative
hiding spots and her winning personality.
Drawing on new research in sports medicine, nutrition, and fitness, this book offers a training program to help any climber
achieve superior performance and better mental concentration on the rock, with less risk of injury.
Megan's Pink Cast is the engaging story of an adventurous girl, an unfortunate mishap, yet an enchanting trip to Disney
World!
Brooklyn Borough president and Democratic nominee for New York City mayor Eric Adams is on a mission to tackle one
of the most stubborn health problems in the country: chronic disease in the African American community. African
Americans are heavier and sicker than any other group in the U.S., with nearly half of all Black adults suffering from
some form of cardiovascular disease. After Adams woke up with severe vision loss one day in 2016, he learned that he
was one of the nearly 5 million Black people living with diabetes-and, according to his doctor, he would have it for the rest
of his life. A police officer for more than two decades, Adams was a connoisseur of the fast-food dollar menu. Like so
many Americans with stressful jobs, the last thing he wanted to think about was eating healthfully. Fast food was easy,
cheap, and comfortable. His diet followed him from the squad car to the state senate, and then to Brooklyn Borough Hall,
where it finally caught up with him. But Adams was not ready to become a statistic. There was a better option besides
medication and shots of insulin: food. Within three months of adopting a plant-based diet, he lost 35 pounds, lowered his
cholesterol by 30 points, restored his vision, and reversed his diabetes. Now he is on a mission to revolutionize the health
of not just the borough of Brooklyn, but of African Americans across the country. Armed with the hard science and reallife stories of those who have transformed their bodies by changing their diet, Adams shares the key steps for a healthy,
active life. With this book, he shows readers how to avoid processed foods, cut down on salt, get more fiber, and
substitute beef, chicken, pork, and dairy with delicious plant-based alternatives. In the process he explores the origins of
soul food-a cuisine deeply important to the Black community, but also one rooted in the horrors of slavery-and how it can
be reimagined with healthy alternatives. Features more than 50 recipes from celebrities and health experts, including
Paul McCartney, Queen Afua, Jenné Claiborne, Bryant Jennings, Charity Morgan, Moby, and more! The journey to good
health begins in the kitchen-not the hospital bed!
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The chameleon's life was not very exciting until the day it discovered it could change not only its color but its shape and
size,too. When it saw the wonderful animals in the zoo, it immediately wanted to be like them -- and ended up like all of
them at once -- with hilarious results.
You are probably interested in this book because you are a creative entrepreneur and want advice on how to market
yourself, your business and your product or service. If so, you are in the right place! The book has two goals: The first is
to give business owners an overview of their digital marketing possibilities. We will help you decide where you can best
spend your marketing efforts. The second is to make sure you walk away with two or three excellent ideas you can put
into action the next day. We discuss many different digital marketing tools, from email and social media to online forums
and SEO. We'll help you decide which tool has the best possibilities for your business. Every chapter ends with a
worksheet where you will be guided through a brainstorming session on how to apply a digital marketing tool to your
business. Ready to connect with your customers and grow your business? Good - let's get started!
Everything You Ever Wanted To Know About The Music Your Parents Never Wanted You To Hear Believe it or not,
music censorship in America did not begin with Tipper Gore's horrified reaction to her daughter's Prince album. The
vilification of popular music by government and individuals has been going on for decades. Now, for the first time,
Parental Advisory offers a thorough and complete chronicle of the music that has been challenged or suppressed -- by
the people or the government -- in the United States. From Dean Martin's "Wham, Bam, Thank you Ma'am" to Marilyn
Manson's Antichrist Superstar; from freedom fighters such as Frank Zappa and in-your-face rappers such a N.W.A. to
crusaders such as Tipper Gore, this intelligent and entertaining book shows how censorship has crossed sexual, class,
and ethnic lines, and how many see it as a de facto form of racism. With nearly one hundred fascinating photographs of
musicians, record burning, and controversial cover art; illuminating sidebars; and a decade-by-decade timeline of
important moments in censorship history, Parental Advisory is by turns frightening and hilarious -- but always revealing.
The Active Reader is a reader designed to provide students with a practical, integrated approach to reading and writing at
a post-secondary level. The book is divided into three sections, the first on academic reading, which introduces students
to the conventions of academic discourse and to critical thinking; the second on academic writing, which begins with an
overview of the college/university essay and then discusses the report, critical analyses, summaries, and research
essays; and afinal section of 39 readings organized into five thematic sections each of which includes diverse and crossdisciplinary readings. A truly indispensable resource!
New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey once again “pushes romance and deceit to the next level” (USA
Weekend) in this tantalizing tale of a high-profile marriage rocked by scandal, obsession, and murder. Screenwriter
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James Thicke is a man whose mysterious past runs as deep as his violent streak. Now he and his volatile movie star
wife, Regina Baptiste, have channeled their passions into an electrifying new project: a film rumored to cross the
boundaries of on-screen sexuality. But it’s James’s limits that are about to be tested—by a surreptitiously filmed video of
his wife with her co-star Johnny Bergs, in the most comprising of situations. Within hours, it goes viral. Regina claims she
is innocent. But the humiliation and rage leave James with only one recourse—an act of violence that sends him on the
run and into hiding. Seething with bitter betrayal, and a still-consuming love for his troubled wife, he nurses a slow-boiling
desire for something more permanent: revenge. His need for vengeance takes James and Regina on a headlong
odyssey of obsession, sexual impulse, blackmail, and murder. And getting back will be hell.
What does it mean to be an engaged American in today’s divided political landscape, and how do we restore hope in our
country? In a collection of “civic sermons” delivered at gatherings around the nation, popular advocate for active
citizenship Eric Liu takes on these thorny questions and provides inspiration and solace in a time of anger, fear, and
dismay over the state of the Union. Here are 19 stirring explorations of current and timeless topics about democracy,
liberty, equal justice, and powerful citizenship. This book will energize you to get involved, in ways both large and small,
to help rebuild a country that you’re proud to call home. Become America will challenge you to rehumanize our politics
and rekindle a spirit of love in civic life.
When imagination becomes habit, it can transform your work and your life The best corporations know that innovative
thinking is the only competitive advantage that cannot be outsourced. The best schools are those that create cultures of
imagination. Now in paperback, Imagination First introduces a wide-variety of individuals who make a habit of imaginative
thinking and creative action, offering a set of universal practices that anyone can use to transform their life at work, home,
and play. These 28.5 practices will enable anyone to become more imaginative and to teach others to do so as well?from
corporate executive to educator to platoon sergeant. Bonus content includes Winning "practices" submitted by the public
Guidelines for educators who want to cultivate creativity in their classrooms Expanded resource section The book is filled
with illustrative stories of creative leaders, teachers, artists, and scientists that clearly illustrate the original practices and
new material that shows how to bring imagination to life.
Writing by Choice is a comprehensive resource for learning how to write for academic, business, and personal contexts
that offers helpful guidelines without being formulaic. The text teaches students how to write clear, thoughtful prose by
making informed decisions about how best tocommunicate their ideas. Writing by Choice remains the definitive volume
for giving writers the tools they need to rise to every writing occasion.
Presents ten archetypal males from selected literature and recommends strategies for classrooms and media centers to
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engage boy readers in positive archetypal literature.
Representing current thinking about a wide range of issues related to reading motivation, this book offers a look at how to create classroom
cultures that foster in students the love of reading. The book is about teachers and the critical role they play in helping children develop into
motivated, active, engaged readers who read both for pleasure and information because they find it to be personally satisfying and rewarding.
After an introduction ("Developing Lifelong Readers" by Eugene H. Cramer and Marrietta Castle), chapters in the book are: (1) "Reading and
Society: Lessons from the World Out There" (Lloyd W. Kline); (2) "Toward a Model of Reading Attitude Acquisition" (Michael C. McKenna);
(3) "The Insatiable Appetite" (Victor Nell); (4) "Who Reads What and When?" (Peter J. L. Fisher); (5) "How Teacher Attitudes Influence
Reading Achievement" (Edward J. Dwyer and Evelyn E. Dwyer); (6) "A Portrait of Parents of Successful Readers" (Dixie Lee Spiegel); (7)
"Promoting the Reading Habit: Considerations and Strategies" (Jerry L. Johns and Peggy VanLeirsburg); (8) "Literature and the Visual Arts:
Natural Motivations for Literacy" (Richard Sinatra); (9) "Instilling a Love of Words in Children" (Nancy Lee Cecil); (10) "Connecting in the
Classroom: Ideas from Teachers" (Eugene H. Cramer); (11) "Helping Children Choose Books" (Marietta Castle); (12) "Values, Agendas, and
Preferences in Children's and Young Adult Literature" (June D. Knafle); (13) "Response to Literature: Models for New Teachers" (Camille L.
Z. Blachowicz and Cathryn A. Wimett); (14) "Affect Versus Skills; Choices for Teachers" (Betty S. Heathington); (15) "Coordinating Teacher
Read-Alouds with Content Instruction in Secondary Classrooms" (Judy S. Richardson); (16) "Writing Novels for Discouraged Readers...and
Why We Must" (Irene Schultz); and (17) "Educating Teachers Affectively: Client-Centered Staff Development" (Cara L. Garcia). An epilogue
("The Need for Affective Literates" by Larry Mikulecky), concludes the book. Contains 93 references. (RS)
Winner of the 2014 NAACP Image Award, A Wanted Woman is a dangerous thrill ride like no other from New York Times bestselling author
Eric Jerome Dickey. The assassin called Reaper is a woman of a thousand faces, and just as many accents. In the blink of an eye, she can
become anyone. Some desirable. All dangerous. For Reaper, the Trinidad contract should be simple: infiltrate the infamous Laventille Killers’
organization, earn access to her political target, eliminate him, and then escape from the island. When complications arise and the job goes
bad, Reaper has no viable exit plan. The LK warlords want her publicly executed, and their pursuit is far-reaching and merciless. Trawling for
low-profile assignments is all Reaper can do to keep her skills sharp and garner money to survive. And for an assassin with so many
changeable identities, her newest one is too frighteningly real—as an expendable pawn between two warring organizations. Now, trapped on
an island paradise turned prison, Reaper discovers that family ties run deep on both sides. Somewhere, sometime, someone has to be
trusted—but one wrong move could suddenly become her last breath.
A part of Harper Perennial’s special “Resistance Library” highlighting classic works that illuminate the “Age of Trump”: A boldly packaged
reissue of the classic examination of dangerous nationalist political movements. “Its theme is political fanaticism, with which it deals severely
and brilliantly.” —New Yorker A stevedore on the San Francisco docks in the 1940s, Eric Hoffer wrote philosophical treatises in his spare time
while living in the railroad yards. The True Believer—the first and most famous of his books—was made into a bestseller when President
Eisenhower cited it during one of the earliest television press conferences. Called a “brilliant and original inquiry” and “a genuine contribution
to our social thought” by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., this landmark in the field of social psychology is completely relevant and essential for
understanding the world today as it delivers a visionary, highly provocative look into the mind of the fanatic and a penetrating study of how an
individual becomes one.
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A tool to help gain momentum and clarity in the sometimes-confusing maze called life and work. The book covers subjects as diverse as
parenting, finances, relationships, career, and more.
In the future, the past will never be the same... By the end of the 25th Century few had as storied a career as Doctor J. Burke. An historian
who used quantum superluminal teleportation to mingle among her forebears through twenty different decades making discoveries and
recovering lost artifacts, she was the last of the Historical Archive Collection's 'big three' antiquinauts. The physical effects of the profession
had grounded jovial Ike Chernovich in old San Francisco, companion Braham Lilienthal had vanished without a trace three years before, and
the indifference of the Minders from the future, who were best positioned to help, left Burke with a weary cynicism. Only the promise of a
special mission, the brainchild of rookie archivist Nathan Rialto, brought her back again. It was Burke's specialty, the recovery of a glamorous
old airliner from 1951 using a revolutionary new teleport, and in California as well. She would gather her trusty team of specialists, teach the
rookie the ropes and perhaps contemplate a different kind of future afterward with Ike. From the moment it began it felt as if the whole
mission had been created just for her...and that was only the beginning of her problems!
This monograph examines the nature of active learning at the higher education level, the empirical research on its use, the common
obstacles and barriers that give rise to faculty resistance, and how faculty and staff can implement active learning techniques. A preliminary
section defines active learning and looks at the current climate surrounding the concept. A second section, entitled "The Modified Lecture"
offers ways that teachers can incorporate active learning into their most frequently used format: the lecture. The following section on
classroom discussion explains the conditions and techniques needed for the most useful type of exchange. Other ways to promote active
learning are also described including: visual learning, writing in class, problem solving, computer-based instruction, cooperative learning,
debates, drama, role playing, simulations, games, and peer teaching. A section on obstacles to implementing active learning techniques
leads naturally to the final section, "Conclusions and Recommendations," which outlines the roles that each group within the university can
play in order to encourage the implementation of active learning strategies. The text includes over 200 references and an index. (JB)
Becoming an Active Reader offers a three-in-one approach that combines a guide to rhetorical writing, an engaging reader, and a detailed
grammar handbook, all in a single volume. The advice and exercises found throughout help students understand and apply the most effective
reading and writingstrategies, while the 39 thought-provoking readings encourage meaningful interaction with the written word. Annotated
sample student essays, individual and collaborative exercises, checklists, and grammar hints appear throughout to help students navigate
effective strategies for reading andwriting.
Over the past ten years, the work of Michael Eric Dyson has become the first stop for readers, writers, and thinkers eager for uncommon
wisdom on the racial and political dynamics of contemporary America. Whether writing on religion or sexuality or notions of whiteness, on
Martin Luther King, Jr. or Tupac Shakur, Dyson's keen insight and rhetorical flair continue to surprise and challenge. This collection gathers
the best of Dyson's growing body of work: his most incisive commentary, his most stirring passages, and his sharpest, most probing and
broadminded critical analyses. From Michael Jordan to Derrida, Ralph Ellison to the diplomacy of Colin Powell, the mastery and ease with
which Dyson tackles just about any subject is without parallel.
Grief put her down. Can love pick her up?Newlyweds Renny and Adam Carter have been married for six wonderful months. One evening
their peaceful ride down a misty two-lane road in Whisper, North Carolina is tragically interrupted. They're hit by a truck carrying tree logs.
Renny's husband is instantly killed. She escapes with a broken life, a broken heart, and a fractured mind.Merek Spencer's mother was
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kidnapped fifteen years ago. The event shocked the small and idyllic town of Whisper. But soon the spectacular crime lost its luster, and
things returned to normal for everyone except Merek and his father, James, who blames himself for the crime. For this reason, Merek has
had to play role reversal with his father. And despite Merek's model good looks, he is a loner by choice, working late hours as an architect. At
age 36, he has had plenty of opportunities to open himself up to love, but for some reason he cannot. All of that changes when he meets
Renny Carter on the worst night of her life. He pulls her out of a wrecked car and his long dormant feelings awaken from their deep sleep.
Reluctantly and ashamedly, Renny also feels the connection.Merek and Renny part ways never expecting to see one another again. Fate has
another plan. How soon should love arise after a devastating loss? Can such a love be legitimate? What about the guilt? Can such a love be
of God?
The Active Reader is a reader designed to provide students with a practical, integrated approach to reading and writing at a post-secondary
level. The book is divided into three sections, the first on academic reading, which introduces students to the conventions of academic
discourse and tocritical thinking; the second on academic writing, which begins with an overview of the college/university essay and then
discusses the report, critical analyses, summaries, and research essays; and a final section of 39 readings organized into five thematic
sections each of which includes diverseand cross-disciplinary readings.
Eric Coates (1886-1957) is perhaps the most familiar name associated with British light music. Sir Charles Groves said that 'his music
crackled with enthusiasm and vitality. He could write tunes and clothe them in the most attractive musical colours'. Coates won a scholarship
to the Royal Academy of Music, and from 1912 to 1919 he was principal viola of the Queen's Hall Orchestra under Sir Henry Wood. He also
played under such conductors as Elgar, Delius, Richard Strauss, Debussy, and Beecham. It was, however, as a composer of orchestral
music that he found his greatest success. Beginning with the Miniature Suite, written for the 1911 Promenade Concerts, he forged an
enviable reputation as a composer. By the 1920s and 1930s, he was one of the most popular and highest-paid British composers, with a
string of popular works flowing from his pen. Coates' music has become indelibly entwined with such popular radio programmes as the BBC's
In Town Tonight, which was introduced by the 'Knightsbridge' March and Desert Island Discs whose signature tune for the past forty years
has been By the Sleepy Lagoon. Perhaps his most memorable work was his march for the Dam Busters film. Michael Payne traces the
changing fortunes of the career of the man who composed some of Britain's best-known music. In many ways, Coates' story is the story of
British light music, and Payne's study offers a fascinating insight into the heyday and decline of the British light music tradition.
Very few people would challenge Fabian, the star running back whose about to go pro. Not merely for the beast that he is on the field, but
also the one he becomes when he drinks. Eric Certain isn't quite so lucky. His brother Tyriq is terminally ill. But Eric's luck is sure to run out
when he and Fabian soon cross paths. Scorned and scarred in the years that follow. Eric inflicts a few of his own. Will the now famous athlete
hold it together, or will Eric cause him to lose it all?
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